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‘ISAB provided 100 % Summer internship for MBA-FABM 2022-24 batch’
ISAB secured 8th rank among all top ABM colleges in India
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OVERVIEW

Imperial School of Agribusiness, Greater Noida has successfully concluded it’s internship drive for 

2022-24 batch. All the students of the batch 22-24 successfully got placed in the esteemed agriculture 

and allied organizations. Recruiters from more than 20 companies participated in the internship drive

this year. 

The companies provided various job roles to the candidates varying from research analyst to the 

salesperson, and from finance sector to other operational roles. Students has joined the organisation 

for a period of 3 months & the institution got the landmark achievement owing to the endless efforts 

of the placement cell and the entire ISAB fraternity.

ISAB is crystal clear in its mission and vision to achieve such milestones every year with it's unbiased 

and honest efforts. ISAB is carrying a legacy of 15 years and putting in hard work to maintain it and 

keep providing quality education to students and talent to the market.
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B Guruprasad Ransingh

Placement Secretary

MBA-FABM 2022-24

PLACEMENT SECRETARY’S MESSAGE

ISAB is committed and proactive in satisfying industry needs for talent perceived in 

the corporate. We are talented pool of dedicated and dynamic final year students, 

prepared to hit the corporate arena as full-time workforce. In our curriculum, we seek 

to open frontiers of knowledge and reveal new horizons of change, to broaden 

mindsets and to create a positive attitude in our batchmates.

Apart from the curriculum, our batchmates are also exposed to rich industrial 

experience by means of guest lectures, live industrial projects and visits. Our 

Institution has made constant efforts to provide knowledge-based expert services for 

satisfying the needs of the industry and thus helping in building a positive attitude in 

the young minds of this generation and prepare the youths to face the challenges of 

the corporate world. 

My gratitude to all our regular recruiters who have shown consistent faith in the 

institute’s value system. Also, with great warmth, I graciously welcome all our new 

recruiters who have joined us this season and look forward to an everlasting 

symbiotic relationship with them.



BATCH STATISTICS (2022-24)

GENDER RATIO ACADEMIC
BACKGROUNDS
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84% 16%

84%

16%

Male Female

Work Experience

Freshers Experienced

8

92



GEOGRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION
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STATE STUDENT

Andhra Pradesh 21

Assam 1

Bihar 8

Chhattisgarh 1

Haryana 3

Himachal Pradesh 1

Jharkhand 2

Kerela 1

Madhya Pradesh 13

Maharashtra 3

Odisha 9

Rajasthan 4

Tamil Nadu 1

Telangana 8

Uttar Pradesh 13

Uttarakhand 6

West Bengal 5



SUMMER INTERNSHIP COMPANIES (2022-24)
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DOMAIN-WISE STATISTICS (2022-24)

Agri Input Sector Agri Input Sector Agri Service Sector
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Poultry and Animal 

Husbandry  Sector Seed Sector

9

Consultancy FMCG Sector

DOMAIN-WISE STATISTICS (2021-23)DOMAIN-WISE STATISTICS (2021-23)
DOMAIN-WISE STATISTICS (2022-24)



OTHER LEGACY RECRUITERS
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VOTE OF THANKS

On behalf of the entire placement team, we would like to take this opportunity to convey our heartfelt 

gratitude & express our sincere appreciation for the trust and confidence you have placed in our program by 

accepting our intern. 

We believe that internships play a vital role in shaping the future of aspiring professionals, and your 

organization's commitment to fostering a positive learning environment is truly commendable. 

We are proud to have collaborated with an organization that values the development of young talent and 

recognizes the importance of nurturing the next generation of professionals. Your dedication to providing a 

comprehensive learning experience, along with real-world challenges, will enable our intern to acquire 

practical skills, build professional networks, and enhance their confidence in their abilities. 

Once again, I extend my sincere gratitude to all recruiters for offering our intern a remarkable learning 

opportunity. Your organization's partnership with our internship program has been invaluable, and we look 

forward to continuing this association to empower more students in their pursuit of excellence. 

We would also take this opportunity to show our gratitude to the Director, TPO, as well as the entire faculty, 

campus management, and batchmates, for their efforts on behalf in guiding and supporting this internship 

drive.



Content ve

PLACEMENT TEAM
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Priya Dangwal

Co-Secretary

+91 8393844625

R Seetha Rahul

Coordinator

+91 8179231029

Gurden Singh

Coordinator

+91 7015645050

Preeti P Udgata

Coordinator

+91 7894390441

Tejas R Diwane

Coordinator

+91 9158180674

Tushar Jha

Coordinator

+91 7258983669

Prince Patidar

Coordinator

+91 9893479627

Veena Kumari

Coordinator

+91 7004284347

P Abhishek

Coordinator

+91 6303819971

Kaushik Tyagi

Coordinator

+91 6396782988

B Guruprasad 

Ransingh 

Secretary

+91 6371294030
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IMPERIAL SCHOOL OF AGRIBUSINESS ( ISAB )
30/7, Knowledge Park III, Greater Noida, Uttar Pradesh 201306

www.isab.org.in 

admin@isab.org.in

8319400485 , 7440977485

mailto:admin@isab.org.in
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